
 
 
 

What is a rubric? 
 

 A rubric is a scoring guide.  A rubric can be used to provide scores for just about anything 
that we evaluate – from student work to the quality of a movie or a vacation. 

 

 One type of rubric allows the evaluator to assess the quality of the whole, by breaking it down 
into assessing the quality of its parts (different criteria).  For example: 

 

THE WHOLE THE PARTS (CRITERIA) 

Best Vacation: Location, Cost, Length of Time, Fun 

Best Chocolate 
Chip Cookie: 

Type of chocolate, Number of chips per cookie, Chewy or 
Crunchy, Size in diameter 

Piece of Writing: Content/Ideas, Organization, Word Choice, Grammar/Spelling 

Oral Presentation: Voice, Eye Contact, Body Language, Information 

Habits of Work: Use of Time, Organization, Planning, Participation, Follow-Thru 

Math Projects: 
 

Habits of Work, Math Content & Concepts Application, 
Organization & Format 

  

 The rubric provides a score that reflects a level of quality.  How many levels one wants to
have, and what labels one puts on the different levels of quality, is up to the creator of the
rubric.  Her are some examples of how the levels of quality might be labeled (the first four
examples have 4 levels of quality; the fifth example has 6 levels of quality): 

 

4 (highest) 3 2 1 (lowest) 
 

WOW!! Good Job! Almost There! Needs a lot of work! 
 

Always Usually Seldom Never 
 

Exemplary Proficient Developing Beginning 
 

6 (highest) 5 4 3 2 1 
 

  There are different types of rubrics.  
  

 Analytic Rubrics will individually score each criteria, and then either kee
the scores separate, or use them to provide an overall score.  (For examp
“Our vacation was a “4” for the FUN FACTOR, but a “1” for the EXPENSE
FACTOR.”) 

 
 Holistic Rubrics take all the criteria into consideration, but sum them up

a single description for each level of quality.  These rubrics do not score t
different criteria separately. 

 

 Benefits of using rubrics: 
 

 Provides clear expectations. 
 

 May be used to allow students to redo work, but still meet deadlines. 
 

 Helps teachers to know when it is necessary to re-teach. 
 

 Helps teachers decide what is important. 
 

 Puts responsibility on students.  They are in control of what grade they want. 
 

 Motivates students to challenge themselves. 
 

 Motivates students to consistently hand in quality work. 
 

 It is fair, and it is real life. 
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